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The structural and electronic properties of the metallic hcp phase of Zn in the bulk, monolayer, bilayer, and
quantum dot limits have been studied by using total energy calculations. From our calculated density of states
and electronic band structure, in agreement with previous work, bulk hybridization of the Zn–4s, 3p, and 3d
orbitals is obtained. Furthermore, we found that this orbital hybridization is also obtained for the monolayer,
bilayer, and quantum dot systems. At the same time, we found that the Zn monolayer and bilayer systems show
electronic properties characteristic of lamellar systems, while the quantum dot system shows the behavior
predicted for a 0D system.
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1. Introduction
The study of the electronic properties of quantum dots (QDs) is very interesting for both basic
and applied physics. Small enough quantum dots can contain a few atoms, and their energy spectra
are expected to behave like those of “big artificial atoms”, showing discrete energy levels [1]. To the
best of our knowledge, the electronic and optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots have been
summarized in early and recent interesting reviews found in the literature [2–5]. By contrast, for metallic
quantum dots, a lack of work is evident. However, important reviews, mainly on metallic clusters, can be
found in [6–11].
Metallic quantum dots, in their nanocomposite form, have been proposed for use in memory de-
vices [12, 13] and in coloring glasses. By using the multicolor detection properties of semiconductors,
optical devices applicable in nanoscience and nanotechnology, as well as in chemistry, biology, and
medicine, can be developed [14–24]. As far as we know, metallic Zn quantum dots have not been studied
or reported in the recent scientific literature. However, it is found that Zn clusters were studied recently,
where the reports show stable Zn clusters having different stacking arrangement of the atoms as well as
interesting electronic properties [25–30]. On the other hand, there is an increasing interest in different Zn-
based nanoparticles, the same for biomaterials, as well as in solid state physics, and other technological
applications [31–36]. Therein, it has been showed that by using controlled conditions several Zn-based
nanocrystals, passivated or dopped, can be grown in the symmetric zinc-blende phase [37–41]. It is also
interesting to note the report stating that at low temperature the system ZrZn2 shows ferromagnetic and
superconductor properties [42, 43].
Although, no reports on Zn metallic nanocrystals are known, recent work on Zn nanodisks [44–47]
showed that Zn metallic nanodisks, with sizes of 520 nm wide and 144 nm thick, can exhibit a mixture
of metallic and semiconductor properties [44]. Thus, with the aim of contributing to the study of the
electronic properties of metallic quantum dots, in this work, we present the study of the electronic band
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structure of metallic Zn quantum dots. For completeness, calculations for the bulk and layered systems
(monolayer and bilayer cases) are also presented. To show the stability of the systems studied, we have
calculated the cohesive energy, and our found values will be presented below.
Much of the theoretical work on modelling the quantum dots has been done under the assumption
that the finite thickness of a quantum dot, usually much smaller than the lateral extension of the con-
finement, can be neglected. However, the typical size of a quantum dot ranges from a few Angstroms to
micrometers [1, 5]. A complete analysis of the electronic properties of QDs requires the study of their
behavior as a function of the QD size. However, these additional calculations, which require considerable
computational resources, are outside the scope of the present work.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the computational strategy
used in our calculations. In section 3, a discussion of our results on the calculated cohesive energies and
electronic properties for the systems studied is presented. Finally, section 4 presents our conclusions.
2. Calculation method
In our calculations, we used the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave method (FP-LAPW)
as implemented in the WIEN2K code [48]. In this method, wave functions, charge density, and potential
are expanded in spherical harmonics within non-overlapping muffin-tin spheres, while plane waves are
used in the remaining interstitial region of the unit cell. In the code, the core states are treated with
a multiconfiguration relativistic Dirac-Fock approach, whereas valence states are treated in a scalar
relativistic approach. The exchange-correlation energy is calculated using the GGA correction of Perdew
et al. [49, 50]. The atomic electronic configuration used was Zn [Ar] 4s 3d; where the Zn 3p states were
treated as valence-band states using the local orbital extension of the LAPW method [48].
To find the minimum of the total energy for each system as a function of the variational parameters,
the muffin-tin radius and the cutoff energy, a very careful step analysis was performed, where for the bulk
case a value of 11.0 for RMTKmax (where RMT is the muffin-tin radius and Kmax is the plane wave cutoff)
and a value of 13.0 Ry for the cutoff energy parameter (Gmax) were used, while for the monolayer case
the values used were 10.5 for RMTKmax and 13.0 Ry for Gmax, and for the bilayer case the values used
were RMTKmax=10.5 and Gmax=14.0 Ry.
At the same time, in our calculations, an appropriate set of k-points in the irreducible sector of
the Brillouin zone was used. Here, we used a value of 1600 k-points for the bulk case, equivalent to a
(15 × 15 × 7) Monkhorst-Pack grid of the unit cell, and 2000 k-points for the layer systems, equivalent
to (20 × 20 × 4)Monkhorst-Pack grid [51]. It should be noted that for the quantum dots, the variational
parameters used for the total energy and electronic calculations were RMTKmax=7.0, Gmax=12.0 Ry, and
only the Gamma point of the first Brillioun zone was used [52, 53].
To study the Zn low dimensional systems, we used the slab model. Therein, for the monolayer case,
one Zn-atomic layer in the hcp lattice was constructed, while for the bilayer case, we used two Zn-atomic
layers in the hcp lattice keeping the bulk hcp distance between the Zn layers, and for the QD we used a
finite slab containing thirteen atomic sites having obtained a pyramidal QD type, whose dimensions were
5.32 Å for the basis and 2.65 Å for the height. Here, we passivated the Zn-QD with Hydrogen atoms,
since it had been showed that the passivation stabilizes the bare QD [53]. In the inset of figures 3 and
5, the slab models used are shown schematically, where we can distinguish the different atomic sites for
metallic hcp Zn (red symbols).
To properly isolate each slab from their periodic images and to avoid large vacuum zones, which,
in plane-wave methods, considerably increase the demand of computational resources, i.e., to keep the
calculations accessible, based on the fact that in bulk hcp zinc, the nearest neighbor distances range
between 2.66 Å and 2.91 Å for the in-plane and interlayer neighbors, respectively, a vacuum of 10 Å with
the upper slab was considered for the layered systems, whereas a vacuum of 13 Å for the upper side and
8 Å for the lateral side was used for the QD system.
3. Results
Before a detailed discussion of the electronic properties of Zn systems, we first show our calculated
structural properties of the bulk crystal. The Zn hexagonal crystal structure is showed in the inset of
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Figure 1. (Color online) The calculated partial density of states (PDOS) for metallic hcp Zn. The left-hand
side panel shows the 4s (red lines), 3(px + py) (blue lines) and 3pz (green lines) orbitals; for comparison,
the 3p obitals (black dashed lines), and the 3d orbitals (black lines) are also shown. The right-hand side
panel shows the 3dz2 (green lines), 3(dx2+y2 + dxy) (red lines), and 3(dxz + dyz) (blue lines) orbitals;
the inset shows the hcp unit cell. The zero of the energies represents the Fermi level.
figure 1. Our calculated lattice parameters are a = 2.6712 Å and c = 4.9586 Å. In excelent agreement
with the experimental values: a = 2.6649 Å and c = 4.9468 Å [54].
Then, for the layered systems we relaxed the atomic positions in the slab using the Hellmann-Feynman
forces until the force component was less than 0.5 mRy/au. Our results show that, for the monolayer case,
the geometry is rigid and does not allow displacements for the in-plane nearest neighbor distances, and
for the bilayer case we found that the interlayer distances slightly increase from 2.93 Å (the bulk value) to
2.98 Å. Meanwhile, for the QD case, the system relaxes from 2.93 Å to 2.90 Å, and the in-plane nearest
neighbor distances remain almost constant, where the initial and final values are 2.66 Å and 2.67 Å,
respectively. In order to show the trend in the stability of the layered systems, we calculated the cohesive
energy[55]
Ecoh =
NZnE freei − EsupercellTot
NZn
,
where, E freei is the total energy of the free i-th atom, NZn the number of Zn atoms in the layer system,
and EsupercellTot the total energy of the supercell. We found that the cohesive energy for the bilayer case is
0.73 eV/atom, while for the monolayer case the cohesive energy is 0.56 eV/atom.
To calculate the cohesive energy for the hydrogen passivated quantum dot, we need to compute the
binding energy
Ebinding = NZnE freeZn + NHE
free
H − EQDTot ,
and then, by removing the Zn-H energy energy from the binding energy, we will have the cohesive energy
for the QD [56, 57], i.e.,
EQDcoh =
Ebinding + µHNH
NZn
,
where µH is the hydrogen chemical potential. From this expression, we find that the cohesive energy for
the QD is 0.29 eV/atom. Considering the relatively low values for the cohesive energies, we found that our
calculated systems could be considered stable with weak chemical bonds. Thus, from the experimental
point of view, special attention will be necessary to study these systems.
3.1. Electronic properties: Zn bulk
Figure 1 shows the calculated partial density of states (PDOS) for the bulk hcp Zn. For the sake of
clarity, the left-hand panel shows the Zn–4s and 3p orbitals, while the right-hand panel shows the Zn–3d
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Figure 2. (Color online) The calculated atomic orbital contributions to the electronic band structure of
bulk hcp Zn, where the orbital character of the electronic bands is represented by circles (colors are a
guide to the eye). The left-hand panel shows the 4s orbitals, the middle panel shows the 3p orbitals, and
the right-hand panel shows the 3d orbitals.
orbitals. The plot shows that there is a non-zero population of states at the Fermi level, that is, we have
obtained a system with metallic characteristics, as expected.
From the plot, we can distinguish three energy regions where the calculated states are located: below
EF, the first region with energies from −10.5 to −6.7 eV, where the main contribution to the PDOS arises
from the 3d orbitals; states that are mainly located in the energy range from −8.5 eV to −6.7 eV; a second
range of energies from −2.9 eV to 0.0 eV; and a third energy region located above EF, with energies
ranging from 1.6 eV to 3.6 eV.
From the left-hand side panel and from the comparison of the different calculated states shown, we
can observe the already known hybridization of the Zn–4s, 3p, and 3d orbitals, in good agreement with
earlier work [58–61].
A detailed analysis of the calculated PDOS shows that, in addition to the highly localized 3dz2 (green
lines), the 3(dx2+y2+dyx) (red lines), and the 3(dxz+dyz) orbitals (blue lines), the bands whose peaks are
located at −8.25 eV have important contributions from the 4s orbitals. The main peaks for the 3(px + py)
orbitals (blue lines) are located in the energy ranges from −8.13 eV to −7.45 eV and from −2.9 eV to
0.0 eV, as well as at energies above EF, from 1.6 eV to 3.6 eV. The contributions of the 3pz orbitals (green
lines) are obtained at −7.8 eV and 3.5 eV.
Further information on the calculated electronic states can be obtained from the analysis of the atomic
orbital contributions to the electronic band structure, as shown in figure 2, where the atomic orbital
contributions to the electronic band structure are depicted by circles. A larger circle size corresponds
to a higher charge within the atomic sphere, qualitatively showing those orbitals that constitute each
electronic band [48].
Figure 2 (a) shows that the lower band located in the energy range from −10.5 eV to −8.0 eV, showing
high dispersion, originates from the 4s states (yellow circles) and hybridizes with the 3d orbitals.
Figure 2 (a) and figure 2 (b) show that in the energy range from –7.0 eV to 3.0 eV, the electronic bands
are a hybridization of the 4s and 3p states (magenta and gray circles). Figure 2 (c) shows that the 3d
orbitals are mainly localized in the energy range from −8.5 eV to −6.7 eV, as we have commented above.
3.2. Zn-monolayer case and Zn-bilayer case
Figure 3 shows our calculated PDOS for the layered systems, where the upper panel depicts the results
for the Zn-monolayer case and the lower panel depicts those for the Zn-bilayer case. As in the bulk case,
we see that both systems have metallic characteristics.
At the same time, our results show three energy regions where the calculated states are located. Two
of these energy regions are below EF, the lower one in the energy range from approximately −9.2 eV to
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−6.8 eV, where the 3d states are located, and the second one in the energy range from −6.4 eV to 0.9 eV,
where the 4s and 3p states are located. Above EF, a third energy range from 0.9 eV to 3.4 eV is obtained,
where a second set of 4s and 3p states is located.
Using the bulk values as a reference, a detailed comparison of the calculated energies for the layered
systems shows that the 3d states are located in the energy range from −8.5 (−9.2) eV to −6.2 (−6.8) eV
(where the first values refer to the monolayer case and the values in parentheses correspond to the bilayer
case), almost at the same energy values already found for the bulk case.
By contrast, the calculated values for the 4s and 3p states move up slightly in energy. For example,
the main peak of the lower 4s bands is now located at −7.7 (−7.8) eV. Furthermore, a second peak for
the 4s bands is obtained at −6.8 (−6.8) eV; although this band is also present in the bulk case, it is more
noticeable in the layered cases. Additionally, in the energy range from −6.4 eV to 0.6 eV, a new shape of
the 4s orbitals is obtained; here, these states change from a constant step-like form to a sawtooth form
(compare with figure 1). At energies above EF we obtain three peaks arising from the 4s states, one peak
located at 1.3 (1.3) eV, another located at 1.8 (1.8) eV, and a third located at 2.5 eV. For comparison, note
that in the bulk case, only one band is obtained, namely, the one located at 1.6 eV.
The 3p orbitals also changed in shape compared with the bulk case; here, the contribution of the
3(px + py) orbitals (blue lines) to the PDOS in the energy range from −7.7 (−7.6) eV to −6.8 (−7.2) eV
seems to be remarkable. There are other noticeable peaks at−0.8 (−1.6) eV and−0.3 (−0.8) eV alongwith
the other peaks in the conduction band at 0.7 (0.8) eV, 1.8 (1.8) eV, and 2.5 (1.8) eV. The contributions of
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Figure 3. (Color online) Same as figure 1 but for the Zn-monolayer case, upper panel, and the Zn-bilayer
case, lower panel. The inset in the right-hand panel shows a schematic of the slab model used in our
calculations.
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Figure 4. (Color online) Same as figure 2 but for the Zn monolayer (upper panel) and bilayer (lower panel)
cases.
the 3pz orbitals (green lines) are obtained at the energy range from −1.5 eV to 3.3 eV, showing a step-like
shape at these energies.
The obtained changes in the PDOS can also be observed from the calculated atomic orbital contri-
butions to the electronic band structure, as shown in figure 4, where, due to the different coordination in
the apical direction between the layered and bulk cases, the number of bands obtained for the monolayer
case is half that for the bilayer and bulk cases.
The calculated energy differences for the 4s and 3p states can be summarized as follows: in the
layered cases, the 4s states located in the energy range from −8.5 (−9.3) eV to −7.3 (−7.3) eV show less
dispersion than those in the bulk case. Additionally, in the energy range from −6.4 (−7.0) eV to 0.0 eV,
the calculated energy values at the high symmetry points move up in energy for the layered systems
(compare figure 2 and figure 4).
Finally, we conclude that, except for the differences in the calculated energy values, in general, the
calculated electronic properties of the layered systems show a pattern similar to that found for the bulk
case, revealing that the in-plane coordination produces lamellar systems, an interesting property of several
2D systems that are the object of recent and intensive work [62–68].
3.3. Zn quantum dot
Figure 5 shows the calculated PDOS for the hydrogen-passivated Zn quantum dot case. For the
different peaks associated with the energies found, both below and above EF, the PDOS shows the
structure predicted for a box-like quantum dot [69–72], namely, a delta function behavior; i.e., our results
show the effects of quantum confinement [73].
Furthermore, as a consequence of the atomic electronic configuration used in our calculations and
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Figure 5. (Color online) Same as figure 1 but for Zn QDs. The inset in the right-hand side panel depicts a
schematic representation of the slab used in our calculations, arranged in the Zn hcp phase, which consist
of 13 Zn atoms and 48 H atoms (red and green symbols, respectively).
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Figure 6. (Color online) The calculated electronic bands for hcp Zn QDs. Colors are a guide to the eye.
due to the strong coupling between the atoms that form the QD, the obtained PDOS clearly shows the
hybridization of the Zn–4s, 3p, and 3d atomic orbitals.
A detailed analysis of the calculated PDOS shows that although the Zn–3d orbitals are mainly
localized in the energy range from −8.2 eV to −6.2 eV, non-negligible contributions of these orbitals to
the PDOS over the entire energy range shown in the plot are also found.
At the same time, for the different energies shown, important contributions from the 4s states (red
lines) and 3p states (blue and green lines) are also obtained, showing the above-mentioned hybridization
of the Zn–4s, 3p, and 3d orbitals.
As in the previous cases, we can use the electronic band structure to complement the analysis of the
calculated PDOS. The calculated electronic band structure for the QD case, depicted in figure 6, shows
discrete energy levels, which correspond to the atom-like PDOS shown in figure 5. From the plot, it is
easy to see how the energy levels are grouped. The lower energy states, located in the energy range from
−7.8 to −6.2 eV, correspond to the 3d orbitals that hybridize with the 4s and 3p orbitals. In the energy
range from −5.5 to −4.2 eV, we obtain an isolated set of energy levels that correspond mainly to the 4s
and 3p states found in the PDOS. In the energy range from −3.4 to 2.2 eV, we obtain a group of 4s and
3p states forming a dense set of energy levels, and the final energy range, from 3.0 eV to 4.0 eV, shows
the last set of energy levels, whose main contribution arises from the 3p orbitals.
Although it is found that low-dimensional zinc oxides, zinc chalcogenides, and other zinc-based
systems have been more studied than the low dimensional Zn systems [74–79], considering the lack of
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information found for the layered systems and metallic quantum dots, we hope that our study will be
useful and motivate future work.
At the same time, to avoid speculations and compare our results with new and future data, the same
for the layered systems as well as for the quantum dot, more work will be necessary in order to study the
convergence of the total energy as a function of the quantum dot size, the hydrogen passivation, surface
effects, and other model parameters of the supercell method used.
4. Conclusions
We have studied the electronic properties of the metallic hcp phase of Zn in the bulk and low-
dimensional monolayer, bilayer, and quantum dot systems from first-principles calculations. For the bulk
case, our results reproduce the previously published data on the structural and electronic properties. For
the monolayer and bilayer cases, our results show that the calculated systems produce lamellar systems, an
interesting property of novel 2D systems that attracts attention of the scientific community. By contrast, for
the quantum dot system, we found that our calculated DOS reproduces the predicted atom-like behavior
of 0D systems. Our calculated cohesive energy for the studied systems, namely 0.73 eV/atom for the
bilayer case, 0.56 eV/atom for the monolayer case, and 0.29 eV/atom for the QD, show that although
our calculated values are smaller the systems are stable. Considering the interest in and prospects for
application of the different layered systems as well QDs, we hope that our work motivates future research
on these and other non-traditional metallic low-dimensional systems.
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Обчислення повної енергiї для металiчної гексагональної
щiльноукладеної фази Zn в об’ємi, багатошарових границях
i в границi квантової точки
Д. Олгуiн
Центр дослiджень та пiдвищення квалiфiкацiї Нацiонального полiтехнiчного iнституту— пiдроздiл
Керетаро, м. Сантьяго де Керетаро,Мексика
Дослiджено структурнi та електроннi властивостi металiчної гексагональної щiльноукладеної фази Zn в
об’ємi, багатошарових границях i в границi квантової точки, використовуючи обчислення повної енер-
гiї. З обчислень густини станiв i електронної зонної структури, що узгоджуються з нашими попереднiми
результатами, отримано об’ємну гiбридизацiю 4s, 3p i 3d орбiталей Zn. Крiм того, ми знайшли, що гi-
бридизацiя орбiталей також отримується для моношарових, двошарових систем i систем з квантовою
точкою. Одночасно встановлено, що моношаровi i двошаровi системи Zn виявляють електроннi власти-
востi, характернi для ламеларних систем, в той час, як система квантових точок демонструє поведiнку,
передбачену для 0D системи.
Ключовi слова: обчислення з перших принципiв, металiчний Zn, квантовi точки, 2D системи
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